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Abstract

Background: Nurses are the primary clinicians who collect
specimens for respiratory tract infection testing. The specimen
collection procedure is time and resource-consuming, but more
importantly, it places nurses at risk for potential infection. The
practice of allowing patients to self-collect their diagnostic
specimens may provide an alternative testing model for the
current COVID-19 outbreaks. The objective of this paper was
to evaluate the accuracy and patient perception of self-col-
lected specimens for respiratory tract infection diagnostics.

Methods: A concise clinical review of the recently published
literature was conducted.

Results: A total of 11 articles were included the review syn-
thesis. The concept of self-collected specimens has a high
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patient acceptance rate of 83-99%. Self-collected nasal-swab
specimens demonstrated strong diagnostic fidelity for respira-
tory tract infections with a sensitivity between 80-100%, this
is higher than the 76% sensitivity observed with self-collected
throat specimens. In a comparative study evaluating a profes-
sionally collected to a self-collected specimen for COVID-19
testing, a high degree of agreement (k = 0.89) was observed
between the two methods.

Conclusion: As we continue to explore for testing models to
combat the COVID-19 pandemic, self-collected specimens is a
practical alternative to nurse specimen collection.

Key words: Respiratory tract infection/testing; Respiratory tract
infection/diagnostic; Respiratory tract infection/self-collect; COVID-
19; Emergency department
Introduction

Respiratory tract infections (RTIs) are prevalent communi-
cable diseases and are the third leading cause of death
worldwide.1,2 It is estimated that a new infectious disease
emerges at a rate of one per year,3 making early disease
detection critically important. As witnessed during the
2009 H1N1 outbreak and the 2020-2021 coronavirus dis-
ease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, emergency depart-
ments across the United States experienced surges in RTI
presentations.4 Unanticipated swells in the patient census
often result in downstream adverse effects on clinical opera-
tions, particularly to the nursing workforce.5 As the patient
census increased so did the need for additional nursing cov-
erage. Early diagnosis of RTIs is essential to the manage-
ment of these patients as it can expedite decision points
such as treatment, disposition, and containment. Further-
more, early diagnosis may aid patients with selecting the
proper health care channel for their illness, potentially
WWW.JENONLINE.ORG 799
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alleviating the problem of ED crowding. In this study, we
explored the accuracy of self-collected specimens for RTI
testing, the patient’s perception of a self-collection model,
and its potential role in the emergency department’s clini-
cal operations. For this article, the term COVID-19 was
used to refer to both the virus (severe acute respiratory syn-
drome coronavirus 2 [SARS-CoV-2]) and the disease state
(COVID-19).
Background

On March 11, 2020, just more than 2 months after the
first confirmed case in China, the World Health Organiza-
tion declared the COVID-19 outbreak a global pandemic.
Delays in containment efforts, fueled by personnel and
supply shortages, allowed millions to become infected with
COVID-19.6-10 Nurses have been essential in the efforts
to minimize the spread of COVID-19. In 2 studies evaluat-
ing nurse staffing models during the pandemic, facilities
with higher staffing allocations for nurses experienced
lower rates of COVID-19 infections and deaths.11,12 For
this reason, it is important to develop strategies to safe-
guard the nursing workforce against the risk of infection,
and one such strategy may be the implementation of a self-
collection model for respiratory pathogens. In a self-collec-
tion model, patients swab themselves to procure the
needed specimens for testing.

The emergency department has traditionally served as
an access point for patients with acute RTIs, many of
whom are likely to receive testing by means of a nasopha-
ryngeal swab administered by a nurse. The Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention endorsed in 2020 the
nasopharyngeal swab as the preferred specimen collection
method for COVID-19, with preliminary data suggesting
higher viral concentration in the nasal and nasopharyngeal
cavities.13,14 The nasopharyngeal swab procedure presents
a considerable infection risk to the nurse owing to their
proximity to the patient and the swab’s propensity to
induce sneezing or coughing.15,16

To further exacerbate the problem, mass testing initia-
tives for COVID-19 have been hampered by supply short-
ages such as the personal protective equipment needed to
keep nurses safe.7,17 More importantly, an ease of commu-
nity access to test sites has proven difficult16 as patients’
ability to use testing sites may be limited by a lack of trans-
portation or the site’s hours of operation. A potential solu-
tion to this problem is to offer an alternative testing option
such as a self-collection model. In a community-based sur-
vey study by Hall et al,8 as many as 88% of participants
reported a willingness to self-collect specimens. Self-
800 JOURNAL OF EMERGENCY NURSING
collection diagnostic research has proven promising in the
area of self-collected specimens for sexually transmitted
infections. The implementation of a self-collection model
for RTIs may alleviate unnecessary pressure on critical
resource chains while improving community access to test-
ing.18 In general, it is also felt that self-collection diagnos-
tics have the potential for economic savings, with a self-
collection model projected to be 5 times more cost-efficient
than a professionally collected model.19

Before implementing a self-collection model for RTIs,
it is important to determine the diagnostic accuracy of self-
collected specimens. Misdiagnosis of COVID-19 could
lead to the reintroduction of infected individuals back into
the general population as seen in transmission cases in
long-term care facilities.20 False-negative results could also
lead to complacency when caring for patients with
COVID-19 symptoms, and additional confirmatory test-
ing such as chest computed tomography imaging21 can sig-
nificantly increase the patient’s ED length of stay and
health care cost.

Although the self-collection research for respiratory
viruses has been somewhat inconsistent,22,23 the results are
promising, nonetheless. Studies evaluating alternative col-
lection techniques such as the nasal or oropharyngeal swab
methods demonstrated similar diagnostic outcomes to the
nasopharyngeal swab but with stronger patient accep-
tance.7,19 Furthermore, in their recent update, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention endorsed in 2020 both
the nasal and oropharyngeal swab methods as acceptable
sources for COVID-19 polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
testing. Providing patients with alternative testing options
should result in higher testing rates.

The objective of this article was to conduct a concise
clinical review of the recently published literature to evaluate
the accuracy and acceptance of self-collected specimens for
RTI diagnosis. A meta-analysis of self-collected specimens
for influenza diagnosis was published by Seaman et al19 as a
comprehensive review of articles published between 2009
and 2017. Given the current COVID-19 pandemic, we
reviewed more recent literature to explore the potential of a
self-collection model for COVID-19 testing.
Methods

A literature search on the topic of self-collected specimens
for RTI diagnostics was conducted, including articles from
2017 to September 1, 2020. Although our project was
intended as a rapid, concise clinical review to inform prac-
tice and not meant to function as a full systematic review
or meta-analysis of the literature, the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 2009
VOLUME 47 � ISSUE 5 SEPTEMBER 2021
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guidelines24 were used to provide overall structure to the
review process.

SEARCH PARAMETERS

The following search parameters were used to search
PubMed/Medline, Scopus, and Embase databases: (influ-
enza OR virus OR COVID-19 OR SARS-CoV-2) AND
self-collect; (influenza OR virus OR COVID-19 OR SARS-
CoV-2) AND self-collected; (influenza OR virus OR
COVID-19 OR SARS-CoV-2) AND self-collection; (influ-
enza OR virus OR COVID-19 OR SARS-CoV-2) AND
patient-collected; and (influenza OR virus OR COVID-19
OR SARS-CoV-2) AND self-swab.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Search results were filtered to include only clinical trials,
meta-analyses, randomized controlled trials, reviews, and
systematic review−type articles. Results were also filtered
to include only articles published between 2017 and Sep-
tember 1, 2020. All article titles were reviewed using a key
word search to determine topic relevance. The key words
included: respiratory tract infection, virus, influenza,
COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, self-collect, and self-swab.
Articles with one or more of these words in their title pro-
gressed to a secondary screening in which the article titles
and abstracts were reviewed for topic relevance.
SYNTHESIS

The level of evidence was assigned to each manuscript
using the Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice
criteria.25 A concise summary of the findings of each study
was synthesized in a table and a narrative.
Results

The literature search yielded a total of 22 955 articles across
all databases (Scopus: 8465; PubMed: 9006; Embase:
5484). Using a key word search, it was determined 4782
had one or more key words related to the topic of interest.
After reviewing each article’s title alone or title and abstract,
along with the removal of duplicated results, 13 articles
were determined relevant to the topic of RTI self-collection
research. Note that one of these articles was added during
manuscript review and was originally missed using our
methods owing to corrupted text in the title field in the
downloaded file. Two additional articles were also removed
after determining that they were protocol proposals and
did not include any diagnostic or comparative data,
September 2021 VOLUME 47 � ISSUE 5
resulting in 11 reviewable articles (Figure). Each article’s
level of evidence is presented in the evidence summary
table (Table).25 Of the articles included in this review, 1
was a meta-analysis, 2 studied the acceptance of self-collec-
tion by patients, and 8 articles evaluated the diagnostic
accuracy of self-collected specimens either as a sole variable
or in comparison with professionally collected specimens.
PATIENT PERCEPTION OF A SELF-COLLECTION
MODEL

The acceptance of a self-collection model is important
to pragmatic implementation in clinical practice.
Research by teams Hall et al8 and Valentine-Graves
et al9 provided some insight on patients’ perception of
various self-collection methods for respiratory patho-
gens. According to data from Hall et al,8 1435 partici-
pants were surveyed with most (88%) rating in favor
(agree or strongly agree) of a self-collected saliva speci-
men and an 83% acceptance rate for self-collected
throat specimens. In a similar study conducted by Val-
entine-Graves et al,9 148 participants were surveyed
regarding their perception of 3 mail-in self-collection
methods (saliva, oropharyngeal swab, and dried blood
spot card) with 84% of the participants reporting high
acceptance of all 3 methods. Similar acceptance was
seen in another study of adults and children with both
cohorts, respectively, reporting 99% and 96% accep-
tance of a self-collection model.26 Valentine-Graves
et al8 also asked the study participants to rate their con-
fidence level regarding the integrity of their collected
specimen with 87% reporting “confident” or “very con-
fident.” Data from these studies provide a better under-
standing of the patient’s willingness to not only self-
collect for respiratory pathogens but also their accep-
tance of a distance testing model.

Critics of the self-collection model have cited collection
errors by the patient as a potential barrier to a successful
implementation. As reported in 1 study, approximately 24%
of mail-in specimens had one or more errors related to pack-
aging and shipping.27 In the same study, only 37 of 124
(30%) participants reported reviewing the instructional
material before proceeding with the self-collection procedure.
In a qualitative survey study assessing patients’ perception of
a self-collection model, most of the dissatisfied comments
pertained to unclear collection instructions or overly compli-
cated collection kits.9 Despite the collection errors, the sub-
mitted specimens were still adequate for PCR testing.
Nevertheless, these studies demonstrated the potential for
patient errors that could translate to lower compliance rates
or errors in the downstream diagnostic results.
WWW.JENONLINE.ORG 801



TABLE
Level of evidence and results summary for the reviewed articles.*

Authors Level of
Evidence

Results
Summary

Study
Location

Hall et al8 IIIb 1435 participants surveyed regarding self-collection of specimens for
COVID-19 research. 88% reported high acceptance of saliva self-swab,
while 83% reported high acceptance of a self-collected throat swab. Home
self-collection was preferred over drive-through or clinic-based collection.

United States of America

Valentine-
Graves et al9

IIb 148 participants surveyed regarding willingness to self-collect for COVID-
19 testing, 84% reported high acceptance of a self-collection mail in test-
ing model. 87% reported "confident" to "very confident" in their ability
to collect an adequate specimen for testing.

United States of America

Adeniji17 IIIc Data from this literature review demonstrated self-collected specimens are
equally as adequate as professionally collected specimens for respiratory
tract infection testing.

South Africa

Tenover et al27 IIIc 135 self-collected specimens were mailed in for testing, 23% of these
specimens had one or more packing or shipping errors. A comparative
study evaluating the results of self-collected and professionally collected
specimens demonstrated 95% agreement between the two collection
methods with 53% of participants preferring the self-collection method.

United States of America

Wehrhahn et al18 IIb 236 participants, each with specimens collected by self-collection and profes-
sional collection. Both samples were evaluated for SARS-CoV-2 and other
respiratory pathogens. The self-collected and professionally collected speci-
mens demonstrated a high degree of agreement with a k = 0.89.

Australia

Seaman et al19 IIa A meta-analysis of 14 studies comparing self-collected with professionally
collected specimens when testing for influenza. When compared to pro-
fessionally collected specimens, self-collection had a pooled sensitivity of
87% and a specificity of 99%.

Australia

Altamirano et al23 IIb 30 participants, each providing 3 specimens (self-collected nasal swab, pro-
fessionally collected nasal swab, and professionally collected oropharyn-
geal swab) for SARS-CoV-2 testing. The sensitivity and specificity of the
self-collected specimens were 100% and 95%, respectively.

United States of America

Haussig et al26 IIb 102 participants provided 225 self-collected swabs. 100% of the swabs
tested positive for c-myc DNA, suggesting specimen adequacy. 53% of
the specimens tested positive for one or more viral pathogen(s).

Germany

Goyal et al29 IIb 235 participants enrolled into a two-arm comparison study (community-
108 or clinic-based-127). Self-collected nasal swabs had a sensitivity of
88% when compared with a professionally collected nasal swab. When
compared with a professionally collected nasopharyngeal swab, self-col-
lected nasal swabs had a sensitivity of 78%. The specificity was 100% for
both methods. 99% of participants reported acceptance of the self-col-
lected nasal swab method.

Thailand

Fisher et al28 IIb 63 participants provided 115 paired self-collected nasal and throat swabs.
The sensitivity of the self-collected nasal swab was 96%, while the self-col-
lected throat swab was 76%. Self-collected nasal swabs also had a lower
median CT value when compared to self-collected throat swabs (25 vs 32).

United States of America

McCulloch et al30 IIb 185 participants each provided a self-collected nasal swab and profes-
sionally collected nasopharyngeal swab for SARS-CoV-2 testing. When
compared with a professionally collected nasopharyngeal swab, the self-
collected nasal swab had a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 98%. A
high degree of agreement was observed with a k = 0.81.

United States of America

*Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice criteria. CT, cycle threshold.
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FIGURE

PRISMA flowchart of literature search process and results. Search parameters yielded 22 995 articles, only 11 included in review synthesis based on topic relevance. PRISMA,
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
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SELF-COLLECTION DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY

In the meta-analysis conducted by Seaman et al,19 13 articles
on self-collected respiratory pathogens were reviewed to eval-
uate the diagnostic accuracy of self-collected specimens.
When compared with a professionally collected nasal swab,
self-collected nasal swabs had a pooled diagnostic sensitivity
of 87% (95% CI, 80%-92%) and a specificity of 99%
(95% CI, 98%-100%). Seaman et al19 also reported high
acceptance of self-collected nasal swabs by patients.

In a study conducted by Fisher et al,28 self-collected
nasal swabs and self-collected throat swabs by individuals
with RTI symptoms showed a sensitivity of 96% (95% CI,
88%-99%) and 76% (95% CI, 65%-85%), respectively.
These data are consistent with findings from a 3-arm (self-
collected nasal swab vs professionally collected nasal swab
and professionally collected oropharyngeal swab) study
that evaluated self-collected nasal swab for COVID-19
testing, with a sensitivity of 100% (95% CI, 72%-100%)
and specificity of 95% (95% CI, 74%-100%).23

In a comparative study conducted by Goyal et al,29 the
acceptance rate and diagnostic accuracy of self-collected
September 2021 VOLUME 47 � ISSUE 5
versus professionally collected specimens were evaluated in
geriatric patients with RTI symptoms. Participants in the
first cohort were asked to provide a self-collected nasal
swab specimen at the onset of their symptoms, whereas the
second cohort had 3 swabs (self-collected nasal swab, pro-
fessionally collected nasal swab, and professionally collected
nasopharyngeal swab) collected at the presentation to a
geriatric clinic for their symptoms. All subjects were asked
to rate their acceptance of the self-collected and profes-
sionally collected methods. Of the 235 participants, 99%
reported that the self-collection method was acceptable and
easy to perform. In the community cohort, 92% of the
self-collected specimens tested positive for ribonuclease P,
indicating it was an adequate specimen, whereas 99% of
the clinic-based specimens were positive for ribonuclease P.
The sensitivity of self-collected nasal swabs, when com-
pared with professionally collected nasal swabs, was 88%
(95% CI, 40%-100%), whereas self-collected nasal swabs
versus professionally collected nasopharyngeal swabs had a
sensitivity of 78% (95% CI, 40%-97%).29 Despite dem-
onstrating a consistently higher sensitivity for respiratory
pathogens, there were no significant differences between a
WWW.JENONLINE.ORG 803
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nasopharyngeal swab (94%) and a nasal swab (89%).16,29

The sensitivity rate between a self-collected nasal swab and
a professionally collected nasal swab was also not statisti-
cally significant.16,29 These data are consistent with
another comparative study (self-collected vs professionally
collected) by McCulloch et al30 in which the sensitivity
and specificity of a self-collected nasal specimen were 80%
(95% CI, 63%-91%) and 98% (95% CI, 94%-100%),
respectively.

The 2 remaining comparative studies evaluated the diag-
nostic accuracy of self-collected specimens but implemented
descriptive and Cohen’s kappa statistics to report their find-
ings. Haussig et al26 enrolled participants in a longitudinal
study looking at self-collected respiratory specimens collected
at the onset of symptoms. Participants were asked to self-col-
lect nasal swab specimens and mail them in for testing. Of
the 225 swabs received, 151 participants reported symptoms
consistent with an RTI and had an overall 71% positive rate
for 1 or more respiratory pathogen. By contrast, the asymp-
tomatic cohort (58) only had a 14% positive rate for respira-
tory pathogens.26 In the Wehrhahn et al18 article, the
diagnostic accuracy of self-collected specimens for COVID-
19 testing was compared with professionally collected speci-
mens. Using Cohen’s kappa statistics, the authors found that
self-collected specimens had a high agreement (k = 0.89)
with professionally collected specimens.18 In another study
comparing self-collected with professionally collected speci-
mens, there was also high agreement (95%) between the 2
collection methods when testing for influenza.27

To quantify specimen quality, cycle threshold (CT)
values were collected in some of the reviewed studies. The
CT value is the threshold in which the fluorescent signal
used in PCR testing is able to detect the target gene of
interest. In general, lower CT values (≤29) equate to
higher concentrations of nucleic acid in the test specimen.
The CT values from 2 studies showed consistent readings
for self-collected specimens and professionally collected
specimens,18 with a correlation coefficient of 0.81, P <
.001.30 Another study showed the median CT values for
self-collected nasal swabs (25) being consistently lower
than self-collected throat swabs (32) when the data were
aggregated from 8 different viral tests, suggesting a higher
viral concentration with nasal swabs.28
Discussion

The diagnostic accuracy of self-collected respiratory speci-
mens has received a lot of attention within the past decade
of research, but the recent global pandemic has made it a
priority to reevaluate self-collection as a viable alternative
804 JOURNAL OF EMERGENCY NURSING
testing model. Self-collected specimens have shown similar
diagnostic accuracy to professionally collected specimens
while garnering higher patient acceptance.

The COVID-19 pandemic has become a world-
changing event and has highlighted a grave need for a
global reevaluation of our approach to managing epidemic
or pandemic scale outbreaks. Delays in our testing initia-
tives allowed the disease to spread rapidly across borders,
infecting millions, and resulting in global economic hard-
ship.31 Despite efforts to contain the disease, infection and
death rates continue to rise. Many health facilities are
forced to operate at critical mass despite personnel and sup-
ply shortages.

A self-collection model is a logical shift in the testing
paradigm. As demonstrated, patients are very accepting of
the self-collection concept8,9,19,32 and have shown that
they can collect reliable specimens.18,28 The diagnostic sen-
sitivity and specificity for self-collected specimens have
been largely consistent with professionally collected speci-
mens when testing for RTIs,16,19,23,28,29 with similar
results observed for COVID-19 testing.18,23
Limitations

We must acknowledge the limitations in our review find-
ings and the potential barriers to a successful implementa-
tion of a self-collection model. Patients have openly
admitted to not reviewing the instructional material
included in the self-collection kits, potentially resulting in
collection or packaging errors.27 In addition, reliance on a
courier service to collect specimens may not be a cost-effec-
tive means of gathering specimens, particularly if an ad hoc
approach is implemented.

The research team followed the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines
when developing our search parameters. However, our
search parameters were not registered on a prospective reg-
ister such as Prospero, limiting the repeatability of our
study design. We recognize the potential for missed litera-
ture as our search yielded a small collection of articles.
Most of the studies in this literature review were pilots or
feasibility studies with small sample sizes, resulting in gen-
erally wider CIs. An additional limitation of findings
reported in this review is the lack of a gold standard when
comparing the sensitivities of self- and professionally col-
lected specimens. Therefore, this could result in a com-
pounding effect leading to an overestimate of the true
sensitivity of the test for the disease. Each study imple-
mented varied collection methods, specimen sites, and
onset of symptom windows—all critical factors in
VOLUME 47 � ISSUE 5 SEPTEMBER 2021
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determining specimen quality and diagnostic outcomes.29

The articles reviewed included a wide distribution of stud-
ies across multiple nations with differing cultural preferen-
ces and resource systems. It is important to consider these
variables when trying to generalize the findings.
Implications for Emergency Nursing Practice

Emergency departments have experienced significant
surges in their patient census since the COVID-19 pan-
demic began, and these fluctuations have proven taxing to
the nursing discipline, including nurses who are working
additional and longer shifts.33,34 The implementation of a
self-collection model for RTIs can offset the burden of
specimen procurement from the nursing staff while miti-
gating their infection risk. By allowing patients to collect
their own specimens, whether for home testing or in an
emergency department, nurses are freed to prioritize their
efforts to other tasks, such as caring for the critically ill.
Furthermore, providing patients with the means to confirm
their diagnosis before engaging with the health care system
could significantly improve their length of stay in the emer-
gency department. Alternatively, a prehospital diagnosis
could prove valuable for emergency departments with an
established telemedicine infrastructure to care for patients
with lower acuity symptoms. More importantly, patients
who were previously unable or unwilling to access conven-
tional testing sites now have an alternative testing option.
Information from a home test kit could also aid patients in
making better-informed decisions regarding the proper use
of health care channels. The benefits of a self-collection
model also include potential economic savings as it reduces
our reliance on costly personal protective equipment and
the personnel needed to staff testing sites. These are all
important variables for future pandemic planning.
Conclusion

Nurses are the primary clinicians who collect respiratory
specimens, potentially placing nurses at risk for infection.
Nurses have also been extracted from their home depart-
ments to staff testing facilities during the pandemic, further
exacerbating the nursing shortage. As we continue to
explore for alternative testing models to combat the
COVID-19 pandemic, a self-collection model is a practical
option. The reallocation of this task to the patient has the
potential for cost savings but more importantly, improved
patient and nursing satisfaction.
September 2021 VOLUME 47 � ISSUE 5
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